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LA POSTE

NATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY

The future lies
in...the post

Building a future through solidarity

The Gabonese postal service has received
a serious makeover. In late 2006, the government replaced the former ailing Gabon
Poste with the brand-new La Poste.
Alfred Mabika, the new general manager, is a former government minister with
ample experience in management. He has
solid plans to transform La Poste into a
profitable, efficient and reliable business.
Some strategies include universal letter and
parcel distribution, and the launching of financial services. Mr. Mabika recognizes the
accessibility afforded to the Gabonese by the
55 post offices around the country, as well
as the potential profits a postal bank could
bring. The latter is of utmost importance if
La Poste is to become self-sufficient
Mr. Mabika believes that exploiting the Internet can add value to their profit-making
services. Moreover, technology has the potential to bring knowledge to both urban and
rural areas, thus improving education and
helping to eradicate poverty. Alfred Mabika's La Poste may be just what Gabon's economy and people need. ●

and health care. Antoine Dangouali Yalanzele
has been managing director since 2004, when
he was appointed by president Bongo and entrusted with a mission to turn around what was
then an ailing organisation. Some of his first reforms were to restructure the entire company,
modernise management, retrain em“Gabon is seen as a haven of peace
ployees in new working methods and
and stability, and without this nationimprove the state of its services.
al solidarity, without well managed so“When we arrived, there were no
cial affairs, peace and stability would
more hospitals. Then we noticed that
never exist,” states Louis Gaston Mayretired people were sparingly paid,”
ila, vice prime minister and minister
Mr Yalanzele recalls. Today, payments
for social affairs, national solidarity,
are made within five days and the
welfare and the fight against poverhealth care system is much more exty. In Gabon, where government optensive, with seven social and medposition is permitted a voice rather Antoine
ical units, two out-patient clinics and
than being threatened with exile, prison Dangouali
three hospitals. The CNSS also offers
or death,peace and stability are Yalanzele
“proximity service,” meaning penbacked up by a progressively com- Managing Director
sions and medical care are delivered
prehensive social welfare system that CNSS
directly to the homes of those who
ensures that citizens have access to
education, health services, jobs, shelter and are unable to collect them. The reforms accomplished within the organisation have been
drinking water.
The National Department of Social Security significant for the Gabonese people, and have
(CNSS) is the company that guarantees reliable been lauded by the IMF. As Mr Yalanzele states,
social protection for private sector employees. “It is undeniable that the existence of an effecThough private, the CNSS is under state su- tive social security system is a powerful leverpervision and deals with a variety of services age to fight against social discrimination and
ranging from pensions to disability allowances poverty.” ●
CNSS is Gabon’s social security organisation, working for the Gabonese
people and aware that a healthy and
educated population is vital to a country’s stability and long-term prospects
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GABONESE NATIONAL SOCIETY
OF FORESTS

The roots of
good governance
The government’s new diversification strategy aims to decrease reliance on oil and fortify other sectors, particularly logging. In
Gabon, a country with zero deforestation, this is an evergreen business

Gabon is more than three-quar ters forest
with 400 different species of trees,100 of
which are suitable for industrial use. Naturally, timber was king until 1968 when it
was replaced by oil. Following the government’s new diversification policies, the
Gabonese National Society of Forests (SNBG)
is assuming its role as a key player in the
process and is going to great lengths to
rekindle activity in the sector.
Run as a private business, SNBG is 51
percent state-owned, with the remainder
owned by employees and other forestry
companies. It was in 1975 that the state took
a majority interest in the company in order
to help the sector survive the worldwide
timber crisis, keep
pace with fierce competition from southern
Asia and meet rising
production costs. Furthermore, SNBG received the rights to
monopolise the commercialisation of okoumé and ozigo wood.
Eugène Capito
The former is a highly
General Manager
valued hardwood used
SNBG
to make plywood and
decorative surfaces for panelling and furniture.
Eugène Capito, a former ministry of finances employee, was hand picked by the
government in 2005 to lead the company.
His plans for SNGB include the development
of a ver tically integrated business in which
the company will be involved in all stages,
from exploitation to commercialisation and
finally to industrial transformation. Mr Capito would also like to find US partners to take
better advantage of the industry and further develop it in a responsible way. “Gabon
is a country where there are several oppor tunities to develop sectors such as the
forestry industry. In this sector, the opportunities are still intact; we can still do things
in a way that suppor ts sustainable development in a real and positive way,” he says.
Emile Doumba, minister for forest economy,
water, fishery and national parks, agrees that
US involvement would be beneficial to all:
“Here there is an environment where
American talent is welcome and might be mutually rewarding for both American and
Gabonese investors,” he says. ●

Kenya

7

ternationally competitive while positioning it as
one of the most attractive global destinations for
outsourcing services. Kenya is an English-speaking country only three hours ahead of GMT and
has a skilled workforce with expertise in the services sector. These factors are competitive advantages over other common outsourcing destinations such as India and Pakistan.
In terms of Internet, there has been a 455 perIn any developing country, Infor- cent increase in users since 2000, from 200,000
mation and Communications Tech- to 1,111,000. The sector has seen phenomenal
nology has the potential to vastly growth since the introduction of the Internet in 1994.
improve the performance of all eco- Digital switches, fibre optic cable and satellite servnomic sectors. This is why Kenya is ices have recently connected six major cities in a
proving to be an exciting stage for progress: ICT national Internet backbone, and in 2009 Kenya will
is one of the fastest growing sectors in Kenya, an be connected by submarine cable to the internaeastern African country that has traditionallly been tional network. IT is already in situ in nearly all economic sectors and there is a
at the forefront of technologiplan underway to interlink all
cal developments. The minis- “On the economic front,
government depar tments,
ter for information and com- Kenya’s growth, which
agencies and service providers
munications, Mutahi Kagwe, has been excellent in the
in order to provide more effipoints out that “on the eco- last two years,
cient and effective public servnomic front, Kenya’s growth, has been ICT based”
ices around the clock. The mowhich has been excellent in the
last two years and is expected to go even higher bile market is also buoyant: there are now seven
in the next two, has been ICT based.” Advances in million subscribers, up from four million just two
services are world-class: “We have liberalised so years ago. This is mostly due to the falling cost of
much in this country that in the next few years peo- phones, reduced tariffs and an increase in disple will be coming from all over the world, includ- posable income. Safaricom, the leading mobile oping Europe, to see how we are doing it,” asserts erator, is the country’s most profitable company.
Overall, Kenya is in a position to secure regional
Mr Kagwe.
One of the government’s main priorities is to leadership in ICT and to glean excellent returns on
foster the sector with the aim of making Kenya in- investment within the sector. ●

Kenya

The underlying
basis of success

Following the complete liberalization of the
communications industry in Kenya, investors
are now welcome to have a bigger piece of the
pie. It is now possible to get licences for
Internet backbones, international voice and
data gateways, broadcasting, commercial VSAT
operation, postal/courier operation and much
more. Bon appetit!

P.O. Box 14448 - Nairobi, 00800, Kenya,
Tel: +254 (20) 4242000,
Fax: +254 (20) 4451866, Email:
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COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION OF KENYA

A licence to communicate
investment climate for both private and foreign investors by providing information related to investment and a platform for entry. It ensures a level playing field by treating both local and foreign
firms equally. Furthermore, CCK acts as a watchdog for the consumer insofar as it makes sure high
Africa’s telecom market has outpaced the rest standards of quality are maintained in both servof the world, and Kenya is the continent’s leader. ices and equipment.
Kenya’s open telecom market allows for more
Within the next few years, it is expected that Kenya
will have the largest number of Internet users in competition which, according to Jon Waweru, CCK’s
Africa. Growth in the ICT industry has led to a surge Director General, “has afforded the consumer
in both job creation and capital expenditure. In 1994, greater choice and high quality service at a more
competitive cost.” The field is
in a move to privatise the secstill open to more players, howtor and to provide an environ- The field is open to
ever, and a significant portion of
ment in which ICT can thrive, the investors; a significant
the market has yet to be covered.
government established CCK,
There are still ample investment
the Communications Commis- portion of the market has
yet to be covered
opportunities, as infrastructure
sion of Kenya.
is still in the middle stages of
This commission is an independent regulator responsible for licencing, tariff development. Mr Waweru believes that a comregulation, monitoring the performance operators petitor for Telkom, Kenya’s main telecom compaand service providers, industry and consumer af- ny, would help to “speed up the process of laying
fairs and universal service obligations. CCK has in- infrastructure.” Additionally, there is no tax on imcreased transparency in the sector and has tak- ported technological equipment, one of various inen an active role in several initiatives to promote centives that are sure to continue attracting forICT, including the Kenya Education Network Trust, eign firms. As the sector grows and investment risthe Kenya Information Centre and the ICT Trust Fund. es, CCK will be playing a direct role in the counThe commission firmly encourages the involve- try’s overall development and leading Kenya into
ment of foreign firms and provides a favourable its role as the regional telecom hub. ●
ICT is the fastest growing sector
in Kenya, and CCK is mandated to
regulate, licence and maintain an
optimal environment for competition, investment and equity

TELKOM

Connecting Kenya to the world
the market. It recently passed through a transitional period in which internal problems such as a huge
wage bill, exaggerated operational costs and a bloated workforce were addressed.
The government is now courting bids for a 51 percent stake in Telkom, with a view to placing 30 perTelkom is spearheading the process of connect- cent of the company’s shares on the NSE. The biding Kenya to the international digital community. The ding phase is open until the end of October, with the
former monopoly now competes in a deregulated mar- eventual winner set to be announced in November.
ket that is more vibrant than ever and from which The government will issue Telkom with a fourth mobile and 3G licence, with seven internaboth investors and consumers are proftional operators currently registering
iting. “What we are currently experienc- “Phones are
firm interest. The proceeds will be ining is beneficial to the consumer: phones accessible to
vested in further developing infrastrucare accessible for most of the populace, most of the
tariffs have been reduced, the quality of populace and the ture by taking optic fibre to district level, opening up the whole country and
services has improved significantly and
the environment has become a com- environment has lowering the cost of Internet access. As
a means to reduce the cost and numpetitive one,” affirms Sammy Kirui, become a
Telkom’s managing director. Moreover, competitive one” ber of cell site towers, Telkom shares infrastructure with Celtel and Safaricom –
strong partners like Cisco, Alcatel and
Ericsson are contributing their technology and knowl- Kenya’s leading mobile operator of which Telkom
edge to the company’s drive to raise industry stan- owns 60 percent. Telkom is making a monumental
effort to prepare Kenya for its anticipated future as
dards.
In 1999, the government divided Kenya’s public the regional technological hub and leading business
telecom system into three units: the Communications process outsourcing destination. Mr Kirui is excited
Commission of Kenya, the Postal Corporation of Kenya about the future and urges investors to take part soon:
and Telkom Kenya. The latter was dubbed the state “This is just the beginning of many great things to
telecommunications company and was soon grant- come and those who want to join us have to do so
ed the licenses needed to operate in all sectors of before it is too late.” ●
The thriving telecom sector is strengthening Kenya’s position as the prospective regional leader in ICT. Telkom is
eyeing the future and using profits from stock
sales to deliver updated infrastructure

